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Abstract 

The object of this report is to make a critical review and, if 
possible, an extension of the literature concerning the atomization of 
J.iquid jets by high velocyty gas streams. The subjeqt is considered 
~:.nder three headings: (1 The in{3tability of jets; ~2) the mechanism 
of atomization of liquid jets; (3) atomization of drops. 

The first part is based essentially on Rayleigh's analysis. Dimen
sional analysis is used to develop an equation for the breakup-length 
Qf a jet. In the second part Castleman's Analysis is closely followed. 
!.n the third nart Li ttaye' s 1110rk is reviewed and an alternative analysis 
concerning the mechanism of dron atomization is presented. It is shown 
i.:;hat this is compatib.le ~ . ..ri th th·e conclusions of Lenard. 

The Instabilitv of Je~s 

The instability of liquid cylinders has considerable bearing on 
o.tomization nhenomena. It is apnarent that the continuous. nart of a 
:iquid jet may be treated as a liauid cylinder. 

Lord Rayleigh ( 1) in his classical pa.per on 11 The Instability of 
Jets" recognizes t~.ro ce.uses for the unstable condition of liquid jets. 
The first of these. is o.ue to the oneration of surface tension. It is 
to be expected. that a liauid. c~rlinder ill ill be unstable with re snect 
to any deformation which results in a decrease in surface, i.e.

1 
sur

face energy. Such·instability is exoected to develop, especially when 
the jet ana its environment differ significantly in their physical 
nroperties. It should be noted that this type of instability is 
statical in character, and is indenendent of the general translatory 
motion of the jet. · · 

The second tyPe of instability has its cause in the translato~y 
motion, and is therefore dynamical in character. Sir Vl. Thompson ~ 2) 
has shown the condi tiona under '•Yhich a frictionless wind tends to render 
the level surface of water unstable. Thus, an air stream·may cause 
deformations on a liouid jet in a urocess similar to the formation of 
waves on a liauid surface. -

~ore recently ~dditional causes for instabilitv have been 
suegested. Weber t3J examined the effect of air friction, and found 
that friction d.ecreal?es the wave length of the oscillations ano. also 
sho~ten~ the 'breakup d.istance. Webe!' also extended Rayleigh's theory 
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to viscous liquids and calculated t.he time of disintegration for 
rationally symmetrical oscillations. Bird ( 4}, Thiemann ( 5), 
Coldthwai te { 6) , and Schweitzer {?) suggest that atomization of 
the jet may be due to turbulence in the llquic1 as it issues from 
the nozzle. 

It is apparent that the causes of instability are rather com
plex. QJuantitativ e description has so far been attempted only on 
highly idealized models. Considering the fact that even the .most. 
involved hydrodynamical consiCtorations are necessarily based on 
ovcrsim:plificat ions such as the assumptlons of potential flow and 
rotational syrnm try, it sl1o111c1 be realized thut the quanti tativc 
results of such theoretical considerations huvc no irnmedia te 
engineering value. Such considerations, ncvortholoss, co.ntributo 
greatly to the qualitative Q~derstanding of atomization, and may 
form tho basis of attack by dimensional analysis, which, coupled 
with suitable oxpori.r..on ts, seem!:: to be tho bast approach to an 
engineering r>ol.utlon of c.tor,tization problems. In view of the above, 
it was decided to present the cssont ir.tl foo.tur os of the most fund
amental the or ic s followed by an ill ootrat ion of their usc in dimen
sional analysis. 

Consider instability caused by surface tension (1). Taking the 
a.xis z along the axis Of tho liquid cy lind or, suppose tho.t at a 
tiac & tho cylinder und orgoc s nn initial, "f.l.ccitlentnl "distur bane o 
of tho form 

whore ot is a small quantity variublo with time and k is doflnod by 

., ;" 
h' :: ::.! . ( 2 ) 

.1\. 

whoro ~ is the wave length of the disturbo.ncc. Postulc.ting 

'i. ,r:.. 
-v - ····' e· ·- (3', -"'· - ..;\. ' . 

fOl' thG growth of tho dis turbc.nc a ( 1 ) .. tho prob lum is to investigate 
under whnt conditions such gro...,rth is 'possible :::nd whnt conditions 
I'csult in tho most rapid dofo~·.rr..ation. 

Instability duo to surfa.co tension occurs v.hcn: tho doforma.tion 
results in a decrease of surf~co. Denoting tho surfa.co correspond
ing on the a.vo;;a.go to a. unit length a.lo.ag tho z .o.xis by lt • 
Ra.yloigh finds · 
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/} = 2/ft(. + -f 1hz It\. 2 
.... 

( 4) 

:-rere a is subject to the conClition that the volUiae, S, corresponding 
on the average to a unit length, is constant~ 

,., '\ J. ... 
' - . ·a ,;- ·,' ''1. " .. .. ..- -II . .. ,, -~.-

.: 
( 5) 

whence 

--··---·~----···--· 

a. = ' /r J ,. !. .t._v ... ~'-~- .! I. flif- 1 (1- .:. .r ; 
From 4 and 6 one obtai.-ls 'Nith 1;suff:l.cient approximation" 

( 6) 

_,... ,-·- , 
_/} - ~ / . . ,. !/ .I ..:. / ' rr - <- . tl ·) -·· · ··. , ,·1 -l_,.,- ) 

• 0 I --:,-;-y ( f ~ (A. - I -- ....... . 

(?) 

Or if /~o is the surface for the unClisturbed condition 

,'\. l. ,.. ' 
( 8) ;:; •• "I II :( ('';·'-,.:I. ;' 7 o == :?l.i~· 1 a -1 

Hence, the system, is stalJle with respect to deformations for which 

j .- ... 1 2 t/-· ' c tA. ""' - --- a. ;> I 
.A (9} 

On the other hand, instability results if. 

( 10} 

r.rhus, a deformation whose wave length is larger than the average 
circumference of the jet causes instability. 

Tho second part of the :problem is to find an expression for q 
as a function of tho surface tension ~, tho density ~ , tho average 
radius a, and tho dimensionless quantit.v IVa • Rayleigh obtains 
the solution by Lagrange's method. It might be pointed out that 
this method as usod asaumos the absence of all frictional effects. 
Thoroforo, tho effects of viscosity must of necessity be neglected. 

........ 
Assignlng arbitr~ri ly to tho potential energy, V, tho value zero 

in the undGformcd stato ono,obtains 

i . ........ . 
,• 
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{ 11) 

ana., from ·s 

/ , [.\..-.~~ ) .. il ..,.\. ' ]_ - = - ~r +.-;;- ( 1 - If! a.-
'- ''· 

{ 12) 

D~Hwting the VGlocity potential by ('J. one obtains for the kinetic 
G;:wrgy, T, (either by partial integration of tho classical o::cprossion 
of kinGtic energy, or more directly from Groen's theorem) 

7- I ,- J .:: -:;- /J I/. /tl f.L t/1 / -· .!l ) t:l z 
~~ ) / ")/~!((.. ·'· -

( 13) 

Substituting into 13 tho oxp::.:-ossion for (4 
continuity oquo.ti on ( 1:::::/- , ( . . L , ...• 1 ~-.-• ;,.- ;' · . '(,, tfo l /1} ·1 ) ; .. . .' · ... 

obtained from the 
it is soon that 

- .. I · • 1 1 ... ; .2 ( 14) I =-: ~f- l) ·;"ta.: x!: (.L:L~':...~-;_"· _ . ~ ~ - . ) 
- . Z IV a. .fe, (, !'PO,) 

Putting 12, 14 o.nd 3 into Lagrange's equation of .r:10tion, Rayleigh 
obtains 

I z. • I r 1-n· /.~. J. ur a . ;; /7 )ftJ. 1 --... _____ _, __ .... _..., -.- ..... ..;...._j_ 

./o (2 l'fcl. / 

{ 15) 

It is worth noting thctt dil::.cnstonal ~:mal ysis alone v·ould have 
yic ldcd 

') 
b~ (T . 
'!.. = - .. - Ff 'f:·. 'L) (J 0, J. , .fc. c" 

{16) 

From 15, Rayleigh shows thut q is n muximurn whc:;n 

v-\ = ~ ; :· .r.:' ( ·.' a) • { • • -4 .• 

( 1 '7) 

Equation 1 is, of course, tho expression for u. rather special 
ty:Qe of deformation. Howovor, all rotationally sy.m.m.otrical doform
ati ons Iaay be oxpr ossod us u SlUil of deformations by a suit nblc oxpo.P-· 
sion in a. Fourier series. Thus, the o.bovo cont'-lu.sions o.ro valid 
for any rotationally symr11Jtrica.l deforma.tion. This, ho'ivcvcr, is n 
sJrious limita.tion itself. Ha.cnlc5.n's (9) experiments show,for 
instc.nco 1thc.t ln .Cluny cases tho doformc.tion is of an ont iroly differ
ant type. In a. rot::~tionnll.V SJ.Llltnotrical dcforma.tlon,a line passing 
through tho center of gro.vity of tho jot vrill romc.in a. stro.ight line 
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throughout the o.efor.mation, ;;.nd the disturbance manifests itself as 
a change in cross-section. In the other type of disturbance, which 
is referred to by vlober (3) as "Zerwellen", the cross-section remains 
unchanged, anc1 the deformation mani f'ests it self in the vmve -like 
a:?pearancc of the center line. While Weber attempt od to treat 
this case, the s elution is ad1,1lt tec1ly unsatisf'aotor y. 

To summarize: Rayleigh (1) has shown that, given an initial 
disturbance ol' the type 

the ,ict becomE;B unstable if 

), > .2#\.a. 

the grovrth rate of 6.is turbanco being a Eaximum when 

l '':'I; ')(f/. ?/1 
/ ·• ··~! .. _ ... ~ 

This type of instability is due to sur face tcnsi on and is · ind opend on t 
of the translatory motion of the jet. 

The second type of' .instability described by Rayleigh ( 1) depends 
upon this V<Jry translatory mot ion and .is dynamical in character. A 
brief outline of Rayleigh 1 s analysis is given below. Tho emphasis 
is placed on a qualitative understanding of tho natura of tho in
stability rathor than on any qur.1ntitativc results, which, due to the 
in)rO~);_;,blc :::f.lstt.!pb.i.on~ 1.::c:c1c, i·.~·:. o.f. littl;] value. 

Consider two fluids moving in the :x: direction with a plane 
surface of sopa:ration ns repro sontod by 

(18) 
This imolios thnt the velocities V nnd V' of' tho two fluids ara 
purnlloi to tho x axis. Rayleigh {:\SSumos that o:t any time after on 
init inl disturbance th a equation of tho surf'u.cc of sopa.rution is 
given by 

/ -II )..n z' n P l w-" 
,..~,... - c e ,.,, 

(19) 

It is naturally understood that only the real parts of 19 have 
physical sienif icance. Fer the velocity potential of the fluid on 
the posltiva side, Rayleigh vr.rites 

/i:; f( .c 1 ·;z C."-' ;•. f[' ;( "-'' •![z. I/ :.r · '-' r.- r..:. /- l/ X ·· ( 20) 

.... ' .. . 
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obtained from the fact that for the normal co.r.J.ponent of the 
{the positive direction of z. being dovm~·llal·ds) 

(~! j =: :/ l. -: , ~~--~ z ... (' c.L f}- ( 21) 

l'utting 19 and 20 into 21, solving for K and subst.ttuting into 20 

_d ' -I I ? '.lo tJ . v =-· ( It ( 1z f n: //) lie t e 7 .11:-< e-n 2 
{ 22) 

:Slailarly for the other fluid 

.f J •, -/ / I , L! I '"UI tJ- Ztr.' .( /! i... 1 I I 
.!- = -l;r / ·12 ... tc 1/ / ,rr lJ c e i· '-" x { 23) 

Note that, so far, only geouetrioal considerations have been used :~n 
con.junction with mass balancea. An e.O.ditiono.l relo.tion is obtained 
by satisfying the condition of tl1e equality of pressures. Denoting 
the density by ,0 , the hydrodynam.icaJ. equation of pressu"t'e for the 
first fluid is 

• /l 
1 ~ .l ~ I ,Z f ':/::: (_ - 1.1 -. ·-,. .0 (j 

I d<fJ. '·I { 24} 

and approxim.a tely ;when z = 0, 

I .,., , 
~ ,.,.~,f.,/ 

··- (/ I . . ~· . .,. ·-/ ;·--j I , ry . ~ r ..... -·,.!.-\I 

.. 
·) 'ihf1. z'tr 

1~<-:.~ r /C 1/ . # c c ·" ( 2 3 ) 

Similarly the pr8ssuro of tho other f'luid is 

where 

) I I ,!/.jJ /,, (? ·.r. 1.' • ,., 

/ ; ./ "' . -· . :') . , I ' <.. 
~ -·- - -:- -·~ I J 

I,?"• ;:) .I,• ,. 
r? t· - / 

{26} 

. 
:.c (/'''!. [1-'·'2 ~-·l'_.;('lt.+ ,YJ.'I/J).f!lcz'tl.J.clJc,r (27) 

From tho condition of oqual.i ty of pressures ,Hay leigh obtains 

,-• ( / , } '? I -1} ) /u /ft r l? .. / f/1 ( :.-1 1""/f f' . ·= l7 ( 
28

) 

which is tho oquation connecting 1c and It(.;. i~) . For any value 
of tho wave length ;{ , there is a value n wluch dctonainos tho ex
ponential growth of tho disturbance. Tho results of tho above 
derivation may be qualitatively SU!;llllarized as follows: 
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A disturbed surface of separation of tvro fluids ramJt change in 
such a manner that the disttn•bance increases witi1 a rate which is a 
function of the velocities and densities of the two fluids, and the 
vmve length of the disturbance. This is a necessary consequence of 
of tho principle of conservation of .rnnss, and the condition of 
equality of pressures at the SU1."face of separation. 

Rayleigh shows a simila1· treatment for a cylindrical surface of 
separation. It is to 'oe noted that friction played no part in the 
above deri vatl on. The above considerations show tha. t reasonable 
o::~planations of tho instability of jets are possible,provicled that 
an initial dis tm·banco may be assumed. Bidono' s ( 1 ) lnvostigutions 
throw light on a possible cause of initlal deformation. Bidono in
vestigated tho behavior of' jots of wator issuing horizontally from 
orif.tcos in thin plu.tca. It v;as found that, if' the orifice is circu
lar, the jet, though dimin.lsrled in cross-sectional area, retains the 
circular form. However, t:1e e:<::.oer.tments sl1owed that for non-circu
lar orifices the jet undergoes pecu.liar transforrilatlons. In the 
case of an elliptical t1ppertt1r e, vd th the .maj C>r axis horizontal, the 
sections of the ;jot t3.lten at increasing distances gradually loose 
their ellipticity until at a certain distance the section .i.s circular. 
Farther out tbB section again becomes elliptical, but this time 
the major axisl(in a vertical :position. Thus, it is seen that orifices 
that a:ce not perfectly round may gjv0 an initial c'i.eformat.ton to the 
jot. Initial· doformat5.ons rr1ay o.J.so be caused by turbulent liquid 
or gas eddies. 

The break-up distance, 1, of the jet should be an important 
design variable. It should in:t'lucnco tho choice of the position of 
the liquid nozzle in tl1o gus stroam, us well as tho length of the 
throat producing the high velocity. It ,.v.ill now bo shown how theory 
o.nd dirnonsi anal analysis may be col:J.bincd to gi vo important quantitative 
information conccrn.ing tho rnat;n.ttudo of tho break-up distance. Lot 
sur f'ace tension be acco_ptod as the main cause for tho instability of 
the jet. Tho broak-up distance then cloarl.y dcponds upon tho rate 
growth of the disturbance as measured by q in Equation 15. This 
suggests fT , 12. , and r 0 as variables that might affect the break-up 
distance, 1. Furthermore, the theory tells us that q is independent 
of the velocity of the jet. This suggests that, since for large 
velocities one may expect large initial deformations, the break-up 
distance wi 11 also be a function of the velocity. Or, since the · 
fluid head, H, determines the valoci ty, one may use H rather than /( • 
Accepting turbulence as the cause for initial do forma. tion the vis
cosity, /<-- , should also be considered as a factor in determining 
breul(-up distance. Thus, o. relation of th.J typo 

r(r ;J (. - IJ fl' ) L I ~~ I ·:I I I. ) ,I .t.~.· ::.::: (.7 { 29) ... , ' 
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is desired. The variables with their dimensions {mass, length, time 
system) ere shown ln Table I. 

':PABLE I 

1 i~' rr .. I H ~{., 

L L H H L2 . .lL 
2 Ls (;.2 c@.L 

S.ince there are 6 variables c<ntt 3 funda!lllm tal dimensions one can 
conclude that 29 w:Lll' take the form 

rl ·' / ;..).-' ,.j......, I"' ;· 
/" ' "I J I/~ I //5 =· t.."' (30) 

or the variables will occm· in three d:i.mcnsi onle ss groups { !i\ .. - .. \ ) . 
O'onstructing dlmcmsionlc ss groups arounc1 1, 0, and /c.. one obte.ins 

{ 31) 

Al tcrnative ly 
I 

_f: =-· r "'/;(f:' ,;~It:) (/ :'~~__!_~ ) f( 
/J o L. /a... .J / <- , ) . 

{32) 

This is as far as dimensional aiJalysis wi 11 tal{e us. However, it is 
now possible to make an assumption which ls reasonable und results 
in transforming 32 into a more useful relation. 

Lot it he assumed that the init io.l doforma.l:iion is proportional 
to the size of the liquid odclios that cause it. Then, taking the 
slze of the eddy to be proportional to the .initial velocity, that 
is to u~/ 2 , it becomes reasonabl~ to expect that the break-up dist;ancE 
should also be proportional to H1 1 2 • Then 32 becomes 

4 /. ~~-~; % ~''II/ · 
17. ...L -:::: r-:.~~~*·- ·: ;: . r //;; /; .. /? ) 

If; \ ..T ./<-
{ 33) 

Rearranging, and substitutil~· d7 for a H1 / 2 {which we may do, since 
the quantities are proportional) 

... ~ ~ ,, 
/f' ./;· ~ /.? "n- '1. lit/ ,(..' J 

.t:.:;:; .. -·--;_y- .;: ( ,':'e ({341 
v ·~ 
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This result is very reasonable in view of the observations o:t' Savart 
(10). l!,or a given fluid and a g.tven orifice tl1e length is approx
imately proportional to the square root~,of the head. V..'hen the 
fluid is changed the length varies as 1~ )./:7-'1 Everything else being 
the same, the length is proportional to the diameter of the orifice. 

It is seen that 34 is consistent with Savart 's observation, 
there being a slight discrepancy only in case of the last statement. 
In view of the fact that some of Rayleigh's theoretical equations 
also indicate thz;t i.oc 4; liz., Equation 34 rnay be expected to be 
correct. Schweitzer,~ ~.(?),have shown that the break-up length 
depends upon the Reynolds nu..ilber as shown by 34. Unfortunately, 
the.v did not corrala te their results by Iiloans of an equation of the 
type 34- Such correlation ~Nould serve to determine F •n and thus 
solv.-~ one of the important desie;n problems in jet atomization. It 
seems probable t'!la t over a considerable range of 1/!e it is pos si'bl(, 
to write 

( 35} 

The Nechanism of the Atom.izat5.on of Liquid· Jets 

In carrying' the arguments of Rayleigh to their logical conclusion: 
it would seem that atomization of u jet occurs wh;311 the disturbance 

eX.. becomes equal to the radius, a , of the jet. It a:;:>paars that 
atomization by this mechanism has been actually observed (9), and 
some authors accept .it and exclude all others (11). However, it now 
seems probable that t h:J o. bovo f!lochanism is the oxccpti on rath or than 
tho rule, and tho resulting "regular" break-up can be observed only 
undar carefully controlled conditions. 

It seams reasonable to asslUne that ns tl1e amplitude of tho 
waves on a jet increase beyond a certain llmount, the part.tcles of 
v.ra.ter on the top of the waves become less firmly attached to the 
main body than other particles. These particles may then be torn 
off by friction. As a ~atter of fact, Castleman proposed that these 
particles are torn off in the forre of extremely fine ligaments of a 
very short life, which in turn break-up into droplets. Castleman ( 12) 
presonts photographs to support this thesis which clearly show the 
existance of such filaments. Castleman also extends the theoretical 
considerations ·of Rayleigh to tho case of these ligaments and shows 
that their lifo period is oxtromoly short. In the following, 
Castlcme.n•s argwnents will be outlined briefly. 

Consider·a ligament {approxima.toly cylindrical) of length, L, 
and radius, a, Assuming a single swelling on sucl: a filament, one 

·- ~ 0btains: 
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:?. t;'-a ......... ____ ........ 
'-/;_ (36) 

Then, from Equation 15 

(

, ___ '~ I; 

i . -;fa-,) ~ F ( -z;~ ) = f;-/f) 1~(7) (3'7) 

where q is defined by Equations 3 and l. 

Before proceeding further v.rith this analysis, it r.1ight be of 
interest to examine ·the assumption on which 3? is based and which is 
perhaps the weakest link in Castleman's chain of argument. Rayleigh's 
analysis~ on W:lich Equation 15 is based, concerns an infinite liquid 
cylinder. Nevertheless, lt seems permissible to apply the conclusions 
of the analysis to cylinders large enouc;h that the disturbance is 
distributed over several wave lengths. But is it allowable to apply 
the analysis to a filame.at with only a single swelling, tlat is, a 
half-wave disturbance'? Castleman e:}~amine s the point rather super
ficially and concludes that his procedure is justified. His argu
ment, however, is little more than a. statement and thus he leaves 
the question quite open. As fa~ as the rest of the assumptions are 
concerned, Castleman's analysis involves every simplification in
herent to Rayleigh's analysis. It might be pointed out that the 
assumption concerning potential flow is to a considerable extent 
more drastic when applied to ligaments that brea.k up with extreme 
speeds,· than in the case of its application to the considera,bly 
larger jet. 

Assumi-ng that a ligament of radius, a, and length, '7. 2•Z, becomes 
a drop of radius, r, Castleman obtains 

., •. , - 2.. 4 l)..,_J,..~ 
t: 1 .-v ~~· • ·::: - q r' ---•..c. . . oll- j ( 38) 

whence 

(3g) 

so that, for the same final value of ,{- , 

2, ;:; (Z) ~ 
2,_ :: 7{"(2) IL ( 40) 

I .i 
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Limit i.ng the discussion to that shape which will bree,k-uu wl th the 
greatest apeed - that is, that for which q is the largest -Castleman 
obtains (from 15) F = 0.343 and z = 4.5. Taking for ~/'the value 
5 x 10 4 em 1 , Castle.r.1an oalculat es 2165 x 10-4 em. fo:r ~ and 6. 8 x 10 5 

sec.- 1 for q, 

Equation 3 may be written 

( 41) 

Uot lng thn t the liganent breaks v.i1en :::( grows to 2. 55 x 10- 4 em., 
while C( 0 cannot be m.uch less than lo-s cru., since the molecular di
ameter is around lo- 7 em., Castleman obtains for t h3 time of collapse 
~ = 1.5 x lo-s sec. 

Castleman's view~ o'1 o.to!lizatlon may be sru"1f!lar iz ed in his own 
words: 

uThe actual process of ato,illzation in an alr stream seems rather 
simple. A portion of tbe largo mass is caught up (say ~t a point 
'\hero its Burface is ruffled) b~r tho airstream and, being anchored 
at tho oth or end, is or awn out into u fine· liglli!lent. This ligament 
.ts quickly cut oi'f by the rapid f;rowth of a dent in its surface, and 
the detached .mass, bcln.,;; qu.ito sr.1all, is swiftly drawn up into a 
sph8r leal c1rop, (A quito sir.IilGr ph:~nomcnon occtlr s when a largo drop 
is d:Jtachod from a tube. The chlcf difference is that tho ligumcnt 
connecting tho small drop to the mnln n!ass is .r:mch finer than that 
connecting tho large drop to t rx; liquid in tho tube, and, hence, tho 
tlmo of dotn.chmcnt is enormously less.) Tho hlgho r th c air speed, 
the finer the ligaments, the shorter tl10ir lives, and tho smaller 
tho drops formed, ·within tho limits discussed above" (12). 

Atomization of Drops 

According to Slastrunck ( 11), tho liquid JGt bafore break-up 
consists or o. s.:;rlos of constrictions end swellings. Thcso dlstur
bG.ncos a.rc snl<l to bo due to "tho amplification of tha no.turo.l' 
oscillations of th'J j;Jt by tho drag". Tho a1.iplitudus of the dis
turba.nccs lncrcnso until tho constrictions disclppco.r , c.nd the contin
uous jot breaks up into droplets ;7hich shoot off at rogulc.r lntorvo.1s 
from tho jot. 

Th;"J droplets arc sc.id 
thn t tend to c:cplod o th.:;m. 
drag force. Thls force. ,.me: 
to squeeze tho drop into o.n 

to be subjected to two typ.:Js of pressures 
Tho first of these, P.z> , is d uc to tha 
tho aqu:J.l end opposite lnortln force tend 
olongntc.d form. 
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The second type of press1.1re, )"/.- , is due to centrifugal ef:fect s. 
Presumably while colliding wl th the eddies in the gas stream, the 
droplets acquire an angular velocity proportional to the velocity of 
the t;as stream: 

The centrifugal forces which are due to this rotation are then re
sponsible for the second type of pressure, /Jc , which tends t.o 

t 42) 

explode the drop. 

The pressure equivalent, f.J·r , of the surface tension, on the 
other hand, tends to restore the drop to its original shape. Accord-
ing to Siestrunck the drop e::x::plodus if P.o + 1~1: exceeds P~ 
by a fraction r?\ Fror.l suc:1 a force balance Sicstrunck obtains 

where 

·T= surface tension of liauid 
critical velocity of gas 
critical velocity of liquid 
drag coefficient 
radius of the drop 
density of the gas 
density of the liquid 
constant 

drops 

( 43) 

Let u.s exar.1ine at ·t;his point tlle reasoning that led to :Equation 
43. First of all it is obvious that if the only forces opposing 
surface tension were the centrifugal forces and forces due to drag 
effects, the drop would collapse .in the absence of these forces, 
since there would be nothing to oppose t lXJ cm.1pressi ve effect of 
surface tension. That such is not the case is well known to anyone 
who has observed a stationary droplet. To tho contrary, in a station
ary droplet, tho compressive effect of tho surface tension is exactlY 
balanced by the stutic pressure VJhich is the result of tbo compression. 
Thus a stationary drop is alreac'.y i.n a force balance and any additional 
forces will only tend to destroy the equilibrium resulting in deform
at ion of the droplets. This Clei'ormation, however, starts im:aediat elY 
as the drop is given an initial acceleration. The deformation may 
occur in such a way as to restore t:;.le balance. 
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There is thus little reason to believe that Zquation 43 repre
Se'lts.the true conditions ut the break-up. Fu.rtb.er..r11ore, the relative 
veloc.i.ty at break-up could be calculated only lf tho :i.' inal shape of 
the drop and the corresponding. drag fares were knovm exactly. From 
the following it will be seen that there are good reasons to believe 
that for water droplets, at least, the final shape is similar to an 
inverted cup, and is thus very far from the spheri-1al shape on which 
Equat.i.on 43 ls based. 'l1here also we shall see that tlleor3tical 
consid0rations concerning the formation of rain storms indicate that 
atomization of droplets is probauly not duo to drag forces• 

Littaye (13) use~; th<3 analysis of Slcstru..11.cl-r to dev3lop an 
cquntlon r·.::;l.atine drop si zc t.:> the rclotiv G vcloci ty, tho surface 
tension of the liqulc1 and th8 dcnsi ty of tho gas. He assumes that 
the rotatio:wl cff .;cts ar:: ll·..:,gliglblo and ther::;fore 

Then from 43 

( 44) 

( 45) 

Tho ae.sULlption that J:·otatlono.l Jffocts ar') n::;gllglblo requires 
justification. Littayo procc . .Jds <.1s i.'ollows: From Newton's second law: 

-7'1.., d r .. L) r· I/ c J ~ ---, ,. r.. -I'"' -e (..;;. ~t2.:__ y - J 
U(.t:f• .,., c 

( 46) 

where S0 iz the. area. of a {;re:-::.t circie of the drop, ;md m ls its rmss. 
I.ntegrating 46 v.ri th the boundary condition · 

C ::::. ( 1 ~r.(E_ ft.. ¢1 ::- 0 
one obtains frir C 

L/ {) f/ 
p- :::- ·---

lr-h.@(/ ) 

Let V be the .gas velocity at wl1ic.h break-up occurs, and let !;...:: '{\; 

be the duration of the ex,losi~n. Then from 47 

, - / .. ( c -· ---d{) 
/~ (!l /';! 

·- 1-r-.,f~ 

( 4?) 

(48) 
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from which 

X= ,t/~J I (' ( t. ) I ('I. 2 c ~- 7<.,- ~-h 1 r- t!.. 9// = ~ /.! rL '/' 1 '..L -
~( . - , ·I ,b ' ~.. v t / ' ..... '- ( 49) 

hence 

X ::. . { -=- _L f,f 1/ J· J ;_ 
'}L ''·-
-- «!.. {50) 

gives the dist~nce, 1, over which the break-up occurs. :.C"'or tlle case 
of water dro_plets in air 

I /' .., . .r 
}') - '-~.-"' 'o ,., 1"100!"" '.,.. ,..... ··- ---- := v." ..?\ ,') .2 ,·,w .. 

Also V cen be obtained from 45 expeJ·iment.ully: 

..., -· .L 
I/ - I . /, 1 ~ .-) .?. 
I' .• ·t'6 .K t) ,£ 

Llttaye assumes that t:1e period of explosion equals the period of 
vibration of the droplet: 

II';, jl' -;--;;.._-:;:;; -=: I. ·- ~. ,,/ 
~--, 8r/ 

Substituting 51, 52, 53 into 50 he obtains 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

From this he concludes that the distance, 1, over which the break-up 
occurs is too short for the o:rop to acquire a suff ic lent angular 
velocity, and therefore the use of Er1uation 45 is considered justified. 

At this point we would like to point out that there is no 
theoretical justification of the assumption involved in 53. The break
up might occur only after quite a large number·. of vibrations, and below 
we sht~ll endeavor to show that thi'3 is actually the case. If it is 
assumed that, say, 5 vibrations take place during broalc-up, 

(55) 

is obtained for the break-up length, an anwle distance for the drop 
to acquire a significant amount of rotation. 
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We shall now attempt to Give an analysis of tho actual mechanism 
of drop atomization free from the objections l3m.lli13ratod above. 

Consider an i.qit ially sphcr ical drop let placed in c1n air stream. 
Du.J to d.rag, tho air w·ill ~cooJ.ora·~o tho droplets. Figure 1 shows 
tho tv10 oxtcrnal forces acting on the, slightly doforr~lcd drop• 

Figure 1 

Tho two ::.quo.l end op!)osite forces cause nn initial deformation 
indicated in the figure. such defor.nation is accoopanied by an in
crease in surface. As a result the snrface tension will tend to re
store the drop to its initJ.al spherical shape just as the spring 
forces tend. to 1•estore a spring r.Jass system to its equilibrium 
position. Also in analogy to the spring mass system, there will be 
a tendency toward osc illatlons a bout the equilibl'ium confi€fUration 
which in this case is spherical. Thus the drop, when in the position 
indicated by the full lim~ in Figure 1 has a natural tendency to 
assume the shape lndicatec1 by the dotted line. St:ch oscillation, 
however, cannot occur exactly thiE: way sinoo the change in shape 
(from the one indicated by tho full line to th G on a indicated by the 
dot tad line) is opp'osecl by the forces which caused the deformation in 
the first place. 

In order to be able to oscill.:z.te and stlll not oppose the drag 
and inertia forces ,the drop m\.tst execute a quarter turn for every 
half period of oscillation. This .~aotion vri 11 result in a combination 
of rotati.on and oscillation which are so synchronized that fo:r a 
stationary (non-rotating) observer the drop will always be in a 
position shown in Figure 1. 

We are now in a position to r:~.ake a· quantitative estimate for the 
speed of rotation and also to e&timate tho effects of the centrifugal 
forces. The period of oscillation is given by 

~ = JIS!Fii. 
fl- S<r ('56) 
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The synchronization condit lon requires the.t tha:ro bo one revolution 
of the droplet for every tV\:o periods of vibration. Thus, if f denotes 
tb·J number of revolutions per second, we have from 56: 

( 5'7 ) 

For we1ter ct 30°0. 
a 4/J.. diameter drop 

o--dZ.ClY~~1~ and j)1 = 1 grn./cm. 3 • Then for 

'?ho pressure duo to centrifugal effects ls ( 11) 

Frolil 5? 

which thus turns out to ;io inc1opondont of t m d. ansi ty. 
dia~ctor water drop ut 30°0. 

The pressure duo to E:Urfa.co tension is 

For a ·:t-

(58) 

(59) 

( 61) 

( 62) 

(63) 
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Comparing 62 and G3.~ it is seen that, ace ording to this analysis, 
centrifucal effects play an i.mportant role in the atomiz.ation of the 
drop, being able to over come a:pprox im.ate 1~7 33% of the resistance of 
&:.lr:t'ace tension. This result is not l.imit ed t.o a 4f<• diameter drop 
si ace for any drop 

It? 2.o- . 
.!:.!... - '3;1=" dj 

----- - .I 3 ~ ,.., / KJ 2.(/ - J "" . .:1 • .) IP 
/'ir -

-r ( 64) 

·rrhP- analysis thus shovm that 35,3% of the I·esistance to e:A"Plosion is 
ovorcome by the cent r it'ugal forces, irraspe ct iv e of the size or 
m'lterial of the dro pl.e t. In the a bo:v e considerations, the effects of 
vi:Jcosity have not been talmn into consideration. However, it is 
well kno·wn ( 18) tha-t as long as the viscosity (damping) is not excess
ive, viscosity will not affect the period of vibration materially. 
For c::ctr<?>noly viscous liquids the period of vibration wruld be 
smaller thc:.n that predicted by 56 and tl1us the effect of centrifugal 
forces would be correspondingly less. 

Due to thC; synchronism rei'erred to above, the action of the drag 
and inertia forces is always in phase v.rith the action of the surface 
forces. Thus we are dealing with a case of forced vibrations with 
vis co us damping. For such cases, to the approxima. tion that harmonic 
vibrations are assumed, 

(65) 

holds ( 18) • !~ere X~ is the resonant ar.1pli tude, P 0 the amplitude of 
the applied force, c the coefficient of viscous damping, and I.Uv- the 
circular frequency. Sine e (..J,- is f!.ti'/j, v1e have from B6 

X -= 'Po 1~ (66) 
o zc r 1:er 

where c is some function of the viscosity. Rearranging, 
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Equation 67 states the.t 'the fractional increase in amplitude 
is proportional to the drag force, C-p-f (r- C)'.( • There is now 
a strong temptation to assurn3 that when the fractional increase in 
t~e radius exceeds a certain critical value, (-.vo ) . the process 
Wlll lead to atomization. Thus fron 67, when ·r Ctc I J 

atomization wi 11 result. It remains to express c as a function 
of viscosity. By definition c is the dar;tpine; force per unit 
velocity. To the approximation that the deforr~ed shape is disc like 
rather than spherical, 'Ne l1a ve from :.;,oisou.illc\::law. 

c oc/u .. r (69) 

Since S = II-',.,... we have fro ::1 6 9 and 68 
0 ' 

l 70) 

It is ·of course reaLized that ?0 breaks down if ( ~) . is larger 
than,say_,l5%, since then tt.e assur.:.ption of harmonl.c crlt. motion be
comes untenable. 

:'3;quution 70 gives t)le relCJ.tive velocity necessary for the break
up of a drop of given size as u function of the densities of both the 
gas and the liquid, the drag ~oeff'lc ient, the viscosity and the surface 
tension of the liquid. Comparison of ·Equations 70 and 45 sho'NS that 
thG Gquation developed above is in many respects similar to Littaye' s 
equation, but differs from it by tho fact that it contains the density 
and viscosity of the liquid.. :F~quation 70 also shows that large vis
cositios make large relative speod.s necessary if atomization is desired. 

Let us . novr co nsid.er what happens to the drop after the fractional 
increase in radius exceeds the critical value. It is to be noted that 
the centrifugal effects, being non-periodic, have no effect on the 
amplitude of' the oscillation, but rather affect the shape of the 
equilibrium configuratl on. It is to be expected that the centrifugal 
forces w.ill drive the llquiO. toward. the periphery of t m drop causing 
it to take a shape similar t? that shown in Figure 2. 
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~ .. , 
(. i 

J\ 'f" 
( ': :'J IJ : ' ' I I \ I . •. 
( l 

·-~ 

:B'igm· e 2. 

This results in a gradual thinning or the liquid near the center. 
Eventually most of the li•JU.iC:. concentrates at the periphery and the 
thin center membrane is t11en blown out into a shape somewba t like 
that shown in Figure 3. · 

Figure· 3. 

The results of this analysis are identical with the conclusions reached 
by Lenard (14) who, however, approaches the problem from an entirely 
different point of view. Lenard's interest is focused on the productiox~ 
of static electricity in clouds, He shuv:s ( 15) that the formation of 
static electricity in clouds cannot be explained by the collision or 
tearing apart of the droplets. Howuvor, a consicJ.eration of the thGo
rGtically predicted and experimentally confirmed double layer on 
droplets loads him to tho conclusion that tho production of static 
electricity can be explained if it is assumed that, instead of being 
torn apart, tho droplets arc actually "blown" apart, as suggostod 
by tho shape of tho drop in Figura 3. 

Lenard (16) shows that tho double layer on a drop consists of 
a negative layer on tho surfac·c of th.:; drop paralleled by a positive 
layer slightly farther inward. Thus, splitting the drop into, say, 
two parts (or several parts) v.ould not r;,;sult in tho production of 
static electricity since tho drop is electrically neutral to start 
with, However, if tho drop ato:.1izes by baing "blown" apart, then, 
as suggested in Figure 2, the positive electricity is forced toward 
tho periphery, thus lcav ing tho cent or bulge ncgativ c, and tho explo
sion results in fine nogati vclJ' charged droplets formed out of tho 
bulge and larger, pos.i.tivoly cho.rgcd, droplets forL'XJd from the liquid 
at tho poriphory, Lenard actually succeeded in observing the blowing 
apart of liquid droplets. 
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Schr,rei tzer, et Rl·., ( ?) attempted to observe electrical che.rge a 
0n oil sprays by catching the spray on an electroscope. These experi
nents showed negative results. The arrangement of their apparatus 
~ndicates a possible reason for the failure. The electroscope was so 
arranged that it caught the total spray and thus the charges, if any, 
neutralized each other. We suggest that experiments be conducted in 
such a manner that the smaller droplets may be tested by the electro
scope in the absence of the larger ones. Rather interesting experi
ments might consist in subjecting the spray to a strong electric field. 
This should result in the collection of the small droplets on the 
positive plate and in the collection of the large droplets on the 
negative plate. 
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TABLE OF NOI1El'JCI...ATURE 

a = radius of jet, or ligam.ent, about which oscillations occur, 
a function of the amplitude of oscillat..ions. 

A= surface area corresponding (on the average) to a unit 
length of jet. 

c = coefficient of viscous damping. 

C =velocity of liquid drop. 

CD = drag co efficient. 

Ct = a constant. 

D = diameter of drop. 

e = base of natural logari th.~.n. 

· fr = rotational frequency. 

F = function of 

Fn = drag force. 

h = position of surface of separation of two fluids 

H = total fluid lead 

H' = amplitude of waves on surface of separation of two :fluids, 

J 0 = zero o~der 3ossel function of bho fi~st kind 

k a:s constant 

K = 'constant 

1 = length of the continuous part of the jet. 

1 = length of a filament, also denotes the dimension ot length. 

m = mass of liquid drop. 

M = dimension of mass. 

n = dynamic growth coefficient. 

p = static pressure.· 
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Pc : pressul'e ca1.1.sed by centrifugal forces, 

p = (]"' 
pressure caused by surface tension. 

Pn = pressure causer by drag forces, 

Po = amplitude of periodic force causing forced 

q = static growth coefficient. 

r = cylindrical coordinate; radius of drop, 

r 0 = radius of nozzle. 

Re = Reynolds number. 

s = volume corresponding (on the average) 

So = area of a great circle of a drop. 

T = kinetic energy. 

v = velocity 

z = cylindrical or Cartesian coordinate 

Z :: L 
2 a 

ct = amplitude of disturbance .• 

'to~; magnitude of initia'l disturbance .. 
v. 21l'-
f' • T 
...\ = wave length 

lJ~: circular frequency of rotation. 

41~= circular frequency of vibration. 

j) =. density of gas. 

1'1' --r density of liquid. 

cr = surface tension. 

7" = period of vibration. 

f·= coefficient of viscosity. 

to a 

vibration. 

unit length of jet. 
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